For organizations seeking to reduce their productivity killing activities, the GECKO platform
slots right into your existing processes, can work with and communicate with other systems to
build a collaborative and enhanced ecosystem.
GECKO automates multiple actions and addresses multiple scenarios in a single workflow — and
even repeats the tasks/workflows based on your preferred schedule
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Configurable to clients’ needs, we work with clients to add value, time and unlock
resources for their business.
Our flexible, value-driven services and client-focused approach are what makes our partnership
model. The GECKO team continue to enhance the product based on our customer
requirements, which is why our clients choose us.

www.geckogovernance.io

House all of your documents in a
secure environment. Be able to
retrieve and export as needed in
various file types.

Automate your policy workflow,
receive notifications and schedule
reminders to those who need to
review and apporve policies.

Multiple users can work on the
latest version of each policy,
keep track of what work has been
done and prevent loss of work.

Access given of designated work
and files to individuals with both
viewing and editing options.

Track & trace work carried out for
better auditing and regulatory
compliance management.

Receive report notifications, directly
to your inbox and set proactive
reminders and notifications to keep
you ahead of compliance.

Choose only the information you
need to generate a report. Run
both ad hoc and scheduled reports.

Reducing the heavy admin burden and eliminate manual, time consuming tasks
via custom, automated workflows for all tasks, policy and content creation,
distribution, renewal and archiving.
Easily capture and share information to reduce the need for follow-up emails and
chasing of information.
Saving valuable time, we are renowned for our collaborative, quick
implementation for clients new and existing environments.

Reduction in non-compliance issues.
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More than just a regulatory solution, GECKO is the data-driven
Governance Engine for Compliance, Knowledge and
Operations.
Founded in 2015, GECKO was born out of the frustration of life on a
spreadsheet. Having walked in your shoes, the core team have over 100+ years’
combined experience, deeply understanding our clients pain-points and their
day-to-day activities.
With time being a valuable commodity for an organization's management team,
GECKO have established a suite of ready-to-go workflows that can be
integrated with existing systems and applied around client's daily activities
minimising set-up time.
Based in 3 global locations, GECKO has offices in New York, Ireland (HQ) and
Australia and can be tailored to client's in multiple jurisdictions, providing clearer
oversight and transparency of their global governance network and processes.
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